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THE GENERIC PATTERNS OF URBAN VILLAGE SPACE:

The ugly side of Integration and the power of choice movement

ABSTRACT
This paper sets out to investigate the key spatial characteristics in the way the villages’ spaces are
embedded in the urban context. The aim is to clarify how absorbed villages’ layout of space related to
the surrounding urban context? And does this spatial embedding pattern of the village within the
surrounding urban context have a meaning? Are these absorbed villages part from the surrounding
urban space in which to guide movement and make space intelligible to people or are they discrete
space and out of sight? The tested hypothesis in this paper is that the absorbed village space will
operate in at least at two distinct modes: one conservative and the other generative. The conservative
mode will reduce the encounter between local space of the village and the surrounding context space
in order to reproduce cultural patterns, therefore the configuration here is relatively localised and
restrictive space. While the generative mode will maximise the encounter in order to optimise the
material conditions of everyday life (Hillier, 1996), thus the arrangement of the village space is
integrated locally and globally. The research used high-normalised integration and high-normalised
choice (10%) measurement at different radius, besides their standard score of the mean and maximum
values. This study, explore villages’ spatial layout as independent variables and assess its
consequences in terms of observable movement patterns and space used for spatial living. Thus, with
the use of the outcomes of the first section as guiding hypothesis for the second, it is argued that if
certain properties are shown to be critical in urban spatial patterning as dependent variables, then they
may also be related to the way in which spatial layout acts as an independent variable. The study
appear to be morphologically differentiated at local; radius. However, the combination of the local
structure with a high degree of overlap within a global space network defines the nature of the village
embedding within the whole urban system. This relation between the parts and the whole, and the
relations of the parts themselves is that account for the configurational properties of space and the way
in which society and culture are embedded in space. The main findings in this paper are: the absorbed
villages with high pedestrian density, widely spread in the space, accommodate most of the synergy
space pattern of the integration. On the other hand the villages with low density of pedestrian and
mostly spreading in the inner paces are accommodating the local integration core only or sometime
located in most segregation space. Furthermore, the more the villages integrated the higher it is
dominated by men and non-local movement and the in villages which less integrated we can see
women and Bahraini movement increasing. This gives an indication that the strong embedded of the
village within the urban context, inviting more people from the surrounding, but at the same time this
disturbed women to appear on the public.
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Village in the city, Geometrical Continuity of Choice, Generic space, Social segregation, and
encounter

1. INTRODUCTION
Many rural and fishing remote villages have been engulfed by the urban expansion, forming village-
like enclaves within the new urban context, this so-called urban village, which are a noticeable feature
of new urbanism in different cities. Historically, in the late 1980s, scholars began to refer to this
phenomenon as ‘villages inside the city’. This phrase, descriptive, reflected a relatively informative
discourse, which treated such as isolated phenomena that need to be better understood (Al, Stefan,
Paul Chu Hoi Shan, Claudia Juhre, Ivan Valin, and Casey Wang, 2014 p. 29). For instant in China
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‘the phenomenon of the village in city is often viewed as part of the urban environment of exclusion
and transformation: the structure shift from rural life to urbanity. The majority of cities have perceived
it as merely a social event. Yet on the contrary for those who live there, it is a form of dynamic
resistance created in exceptional bottom-up process. This phenomenon demonstrates the difference
between bottom-up urbanisation and that of the conventional top-down approaches imposed
elsewhere.’ (Uehara, 2008, p.53)1.

By the mid 1990s, urban villages were identified as an urban problem in need of a solution. This
change coincided with the emergence of new term ‘village-in-the-city’, which inscribed the newly
critical view of urban villages into the very language of the discourse (Yang 1996; Zheng 1997). The
new term deemphasized urban villages’ functioning as villages as such and instead highlighted their
role as contradictory, illogical, and odd pieces of the city (Smith, 2014). Attention turned away from
the internal logic of these villages and toward their undesirable influence on the surrounding city. This
shift in focus is reflected in the metaphors and imagery that are still used to describe ‘villages-in-the-
city’, particularly their depiction as malignant organic body in the city (Yang 1996; Lü and Zhou
2006). As they are dirty, messy, and inferior spaces that degrade the city’s form and shelter urban ills
such as crime (Zheng 1997; Shen and Zhong 2007; Shao 2010).

Therefore it must come as no surprise that proposed solutions have drawn heavily on the precedent of
mid-twentieth-century urban renewal in Europe and the United States. Urban surgery is prescribed in
order to remake and renew these diseased nodes of spatial and social disorder. Presume this renewal
aims at transforming the ‘perverse urbanisation’ of the villages into the ‘true urbanization’ of the city
(Shen and Zhong 2007). For example, urban villages will be turned into new urban neighbourhoods
seamlessly integrated into the formal urban fabric (Xu 2007; Chen 2008). Implementation of these
ideas began in Shenzhen in China as early as 1997, but these efforts were then scaled up in 2004 with
the introduction of new planning regulations for urban villages (Chung 2009; Crawford, Wu).

The urban renewal of ‘villages-in-the-city’ has been increasingly challenged on social grounds, the
need for the city to plan, design, and order the space of these villages has gone largely unquestioned
(Xu 2007; Shao 2010). This includes dense, crowded housing, as well as public spaces, which are
understood to be nearly non-existent (Li and Lin 2007). Though redevelopment policies in China offer
options for nonrenewal and partial-renewal in villages that are already up to code, renewal advocates
observe that such instances are rare. Even when these strategies are possible, the needs of the city take
precedence; for instance, code-compliant villages in the central business district may be demolished
anyway to allow higher value land use (Tian 2005). In particular, village-led renewal risks recreating
the spatial disorder it sets out to replace (Shi 2011). The result is the reification of urban villages as
passive spaces that lack even the potential to contribute value to the city.

Critics have pointed to the unique functions served by such villages, particularly the provision of
inexpensive housing for large numbers of migrant labourers, without whom cities would struggle to
grow (Zhang et al. 2003; Tian 2008). As a consequence, the debate over the urban renewal of
‘villages-in-the-city’ has increasingly shifted to social issues, such as land rights, compensation, re-
housing, and migration policy (Cai and Ma 2012; He et al. 2011). This has culminated in a movement
for organic renewal, which calls for social programs to complement spatial rebuilding (Yang et al.
2011).

Hao argues (2014) that there are two main limitations of urban village policies ‘First, there is a
tendency to adopt the stereotypical view of the urban village as simple, static and homogeneous
migrant enclaves… Where the development of an urban village reflects the multiple needs and
demands of the people that live and work there and these are related to their formal urban context. As
a result, urban villages evolve differently, largely due to their diverse urban contexts, and this shapes a
heterogeneous urban village housing market. The ignorance surrounding the spatial evolution of urban
villages and their resulting diversity hinders our understanding of their dynamic and diverse nature,
which is likely to mislead our pursuit of sustainable urban village policies. Second, urban villages are
usually studied in isolation from their formal urban surroundings. As, the formal urban development
around a village in China generates employment, consumer markets and the improvement of
infrastructure, all of which greatly influence the development of the urban village. Urban villages
become favourable living places for migrant workers by virtue of their affordability and accessibility
to jobs, and the huge demand for low-cost housing from migrants feeds their growth. Economic

1 Unknown Urbanity: Toward the Village in City, 2004
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interests drive the indigenous villagers to increase floor space by expanding plot areas, adding new
story’s to existing buildings, and redeveloping the buildings into bigger and taller ones. By doing so,
their rental profits rise dramatically. The outward and upward expansion of buildings, especially in
well-located villages, becomes a prominent trend. Knowledge of these relations is important to better
incorporate urban villages in the city, but as yet it remains largely unknown’ (Hao, 2014:12).

Conclusively the urban village phenomenon draws wide attention, it seem most literature has either
focused on studying the theoretical mechanisms of their emergence (Zhang et al., 2003; Zhang, 2005;
Tian, 2008) or on studying specific villages to illustrate their physical and social status (Wang et al.,
2009; Bach, 2010; Liu et al., 2010). Another studies have described the context of urban villages by
detailing from the perspective of the property land and housing system (Wang and Murie, 2000;
Zhang et al., 2003; Friedmann, 2005). Beside social and demographic research has suggested the
significant rural-to-urban migration process, indicating the predictability of the emergence of urban
villages and their development in cities to satisfy huge housing demands especially in China (Wu,
2004a; Wong et al., 2005; Siu, 2007; Zhu, 2007; Bach, 2010). Yet, there is little understanding of how
villages evolve spatially, or how village space organisation is influenced by such an urban expansion,
and what the social and spatial implication of such development (Hao 2012).

To address one of these limitations, this paper examines the absorbed village by Manama and
Muharraq cites to enables a deeper understanding of the urban villages, through exploring the
dynamic of urban villages space layout, not only in their process of urban development and its
resulting spatial and social nature revealed, but also the relationships between the villages and the
overall growth of the city are understood. Additionally, all the different individual urban villages
across space and time affect the overall functioning of the city. Their aggregate outcome, for example
the pattern of the social and spatial changes at the city scale, perhaps represents a large share of the
urban growth that significantly shapes the city’s overall. Knowledge on the urban villages phenomena
may therefore contribute to a broad range of studies related to recent urbanization in different cities.
Therefore, how should we seek to understand the absorbed villages morphologically, functionally as
well as social processes? How we should describe absorbed villages by city? How they are different
and why are they different?

2. DATASETS AND METHODS
In this paper the analysis of the villages exploring the local and global properties of the absorbed
village systems and investigating the emergent patterns of village configuration properties within the
urban system. Thus, in this section, the study aims to answer: Do we find distinctive types of space
form in the villages through different radii, and if so, could this imply the way the village is integrated
into the urban context? Also, the balance between the local and global configuration has the tendency
to define the nature of the absorbed villages. This proposition is examined in the study by asking what
degree of the villages’ layout corresponds to the universal global form of the urban structure.
Furthermore, the relation between local and global properties of the villages is the second dimension
of the model measurement.

From space syntax theory, integration is the first order global state measure, which leads to
intelligibility. Congruently, the second order measure of the degree to which global properties can be
inferred from local properties is intelligibility, which leads to a stronger ‘movement interface’
between the inhabitants and strangers (Hillier, 1998). Therefore, the combination of the variant pattern
of village local space with a high degree of invariant pattern overlaps within a global space network,
and this in turn might optimally define the village nature and the way of embedding of the whole
system. The key is the long linear space pattern or a deformed wheel pattern at the local scale, which
are essentially urban elements, and enhance the ability of local systems to bind with the surrounding
context. The approach to how the village space is currently embedded within the urban context is
examined here based on two parameters, visually and statically. First, the study of the villages’
generic property, which is explored by the movement for high normalised integration and high
normalised choice of 10% at different radius, i.e. local R500, global Rn and intermediate radius
R2000. Second, the local villages space related to the surrounding context movement; which is done
through studying of the continuity of these high movements of normalised integration and normalised
choice space through different radius. These are purposed to investigate as to what degree the
configuration of the village allows greater movement within the urban context. Thus, these parameters
are oriented towards answering the questions: How far does the movement penetrate into the village
space and remain consistent at a different scale? How close the village is from all other spaces,
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according to non-local distance, and how many paths of choice movement run through each village
space.

Part I: The configuration

One of the primary essentials of space syntax is that the configuration, can both reflect relations by
recording cultural ideas about them in space and generate potential social relations by maximising the
chance of encounter through movement (Hillier & Hanson, 1984). Thus, the contribution of the
theoretical background to the conservative-generative space and part-whole relationships between
absorbed villages to the wider-scale, besides the concept of the natural patterns of social co-presence
in space, is fundamental to this research.

At the first level, an attempt is made to identify the generic properties of the absorbed villages within
the urban system by discerning the local systems of the villages and the global morphological
regularities of the village spaces at various scales. This is achieved by using the main syntactic
measure of high-normalised integration and high-normalised choice movements (10%). The section
also examines, the extent to which those properties of high potential movement spaces remain
prominent as we move away from the village, and if this impacts the degree to which the village is
embedded in the urban system. Thus, we study the questions: What are the key spatial characteristics
of the space that allow greater movement across the scales? What role does the spatial factor play in
the location of high potential movement in the village space? The second level pertains to village-
global relatedness intelligibility. Each village space constituting an urban system presents specific
relations to its surrounding areas, as well as a definite position in the global urban layout. Thus, the
study investigates the degree to which this peculiar local form of the absorbed village relates to the
global structure. It searches for answers to questions: Is the village part of the global destination or
global routes or is it potentially both? How does this pertain to the way the village intersects with the
surrounding context?

The generic properties

To reveal these generic spaces the study employs the use of a segment map model towards discerning
(1) the high movement space of the configurational system of the villages within the city, from local
to global distance, for normalised integration and normalised choice syntactic measures, and (2) to
examine the extent to which those properties of the high potential movement spaces remain prominent
as we move away from the village. The purpose underpinning the use of a segment map model is the
ability of the model to capture fine-scale details, wherein the axial model is limited. The study uses
GIS software, where each high-normalised movement measure of normalised integration and choice is
shown by the selection of the highest 10% of movements at each radius. Therefore, each of those high
movements is displayed in a GIS layer, both graphically and numerically. This precisely reveals the
high movements and determines the spaces, which continue with high movement from local to the
global radius. It also highlights spaces where high-normalised integration and choice overlap for these
villages at different scales [Figures 1 – 6].

Integration and Choice movement

The integration movement for space syntax reveals the logic of how a space is close to other spaces,
while the choice movement shows the geometrical form of the space through the organisation of the
buildings and blocks or through movement (betweeness). Thus, the choice movement is interpreted in
several ways, for example, it might indicate the degree of the visual extension of space with high
potential space of co-presence. Such diverse interpretations of normalised integration and choice
movement are examined in this research study, with use of the segment model.

The Geometric Continuity of Choice (GC)

Particularly, choice movement depicts the natural boundaries of sub-areas, which was one of the
earliest syntactic studies conducted by Peponis using the axial model (Peponis, 1989). In this study
finding, the villages from the segment model of normalised choice show the natural boundaries of the
sub areas of the village space, which actually presents a robust congruency with the old
neighbourhoods known exclusively by the inhabitants only. Another study, by Chiaradia, found it to
be a measure of the geometric continuity and connectivity of space (Chiaradia, 2009:82, Hillier, 2013).
Correspondingly, a recent study by Hillier found that normalised choice presents a significant
correlation with segment connectivity and demonstrates the self-regulating nature of the normalised
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choice of the size of the system (Hillier, 2013). Therefore, this research attempts to reveal this
geometric continuity and connectivity of normalized choice space, characterised at different radii,
both graphically and numerically (GC). Thus, considering a measure of high-normalised choice (10%)
within walkable distance R500, giving a range of chances of continuity to follow a route of high-
normalised choice at the vicinity scale R2000 (10%), might, in fact, enable this local movement to
continue further towards neighbouring areas.

However, this advancement of the movement is dependent on how space is attached or linked with the
surrounding area in order for the local village movement to spread further. Statistically, the GC
measure is calculated by counting the number of segments that continue as high movement choice
from local radius R500 to R2000 is divided by the total segment number of the village system (GC, at
R500, R2000). More noteworthy than the measure is the actual pattern of where the high routes of
choice from the local context overlap and the extent of their distribution in the village system [Figures
7 & 8].

Part-whole relationship

The two key syntactic properties that identify the part-whole relationships are (i) synergy and (ii)
intelligibility. Specifically, synergy can be described as a measure of the relationship between the
local movement potentials within the area and the movement potentials through the whole system
[Figures 7 & 8]. While, intelligibility measures the magnitude of difficulty in finding your way around,
where the value of the correlation coefficient between the connectivity and the integration is defined
as the degree to which the pattern of connectivity of all spaces of the system correlates with the
pattern of integration values for the axial model (Hillier et al., 1983). It has been observed over many
years in space syntax research several explanations and perceptions concerning these part-whole
relationship properties of the urban layout have been developed, mainly for the axial model. However,
the synergy and intelligibility measures have not, to date, been explored to the extent presented here
for the segment model, thus providing another justification to conduct the current research.

From the review of previous space syntax literature (Hillier, 1984 & 1996), we can identify the main
characteristics of these intelligible spaces that extend linearly to provide a long visual extension
beyond a local radius and allow explorers to make choices of where to go next. Concurrently, these
intelligible spaces are also close to all other spaces in the surrounding context.

The recent studies by Hillier (2013) and Chiaradia (2009) reveal that choice movement, as a measure
of the geometric continuity and connectivity of space (Chiaradia, 2009:82, Hillier, 2013), indicates
that spaces with high choice and high integration movement might be considered a highly intelligible
space for encounters between locals and visitors. Here the study proposes to present a quantitative
picture of intelligibility of the segment model, which is determined through the graphical map of the
segment model from the highest 10% of normalised integration and normalised choice movements at
different scales, using GIS to investigate and identify the area where these two movements overlap to
form this intelligible space. Furthermore, the visual investigation study of syntactic measure finds,
from graphical representation of the segment model of syntactic movement at different radii, that the
power of the high global integration not only depicts a space that shows how close the space is to
other spaces but also it also shows how a space accommodates the highest global choice of
movement . Thus, it can be safely inferred that high global integration itself constitutes an urban
structure of intelligibility. Alternatively, the unfolding picture of the integration measure of the village,
reveals the synergy between local integration and the extent to which it corresponds to the global
scenario. This can be achieved through a graphical illustration by constructing an overlay of high-
normalised integration at different scales of the cities of Manama and Muharraq. This overlay can be
designed to investigate the degree to which the configuration of the village allows greater movement
within the urban context. Thus, the illustration aims to answer, how far does the movement penetrate
into the village space and remain at a different scale?

Thus, it is essential to test how far these suggested properties of synergy, intelligibility and
geometrical continuity are real properties of an urban system, rather than in fact mathematical
artefacts. Correspondingly, we first examine the pattern, by visual inspection, of the generic properties
revealed by the movements of integration and choice, specifically noting how high normalised choice
and integration at local, R500, level overlap with those at the surrounding context, R2000, of the
absorbed village layouts. Secondly, we correlate these measures with non-syntax data, such as social-
economic and observation movement. Furthermore, the study uses GIS software (QGIS) to show the
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two layers of syntactic measure of high normalised choice and high normalised integration segments
at R500, R2000 and Rn (the highest 10% from the system). The software assigns them different
colours and then selects from the two radii the area where the segments overlap or meet in the same
place.

According to the current study, the best syntactic measure for estimating the degree between the local
and global synergy is not the coefficient correlation, which was found to be successful for the axial
model. However, the ideal measure is the standard score of the normalised mean integration at R2000
as the mediator radius between local and global, for reflection of the accurate numerical measure of
the synergy pattern. In the study, this is tested graphically first, which shows that the overlap pattern
of the high integration at R500 and Rn is nearly identical to the pattern of high integration at R2000.
Statistically, the study identifies the mediator2 radius variables of the standard score for the mean and
max R2000, to constitute the best measure for a description of the two-movement synergy for the
village within the surrounding urban context for the segment model representation of space syntax.

The standard score for the mean and max for normalised integration and choice is a new technique
developed by Hillier and Tao (2012) for a simultaneous assessment of areas such as villages or cities
in terms of normalised variables, with a concurrent exploration of the variables’ implications in terms
of village spatial structure. The star model is a four-pointed star, which represents the 10 villages
absorbed by Manama and Muharraq cities. Specifically, each measure is a standard score (on the same
scale) varying from about zero, with the negative minimum at the centre and positive maximum at the
edge. The current research utilised the normalised integration and choice measurement at different
scales, and their mean and maximum values. The significance of this process is in the normalisation of
the fundamental measures of integration and choice for angular systems. This, in turn, enables
comparison of absorbed villages of different sizes and their different parts, and also provides a
multiple scale comparison of streets in one village with streets in others.

Figure 1 Manama and Muharraq Generic properties NAIN R500 10 %

2 The mediator radius between the local movement and global movement in this research is radius 2000.
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Figure 2 Manama and Muharraq Generic properties NAIN R2000 10 %

Figure 3 Manama and Muharraq Generic properties NAIN Rn 10 %

Figure 4 The generic property of NACH R500 (10%)
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Figure 5 the generic property of NACH R2000 (10%)

Figure 6 The generic property of NACH Rn (10%)

Figure 7 Part-Whole relationship: the synergy space reveal through the space that hold the high potential movement from
different distance R2000 and Rn. By overlying the generic property of integration NAIN R2000 (10%) over the generic
property of NAIN Rn (10%) maps, and pointing to the common space where the two movements meet.
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Figure 8 Part-Whole relationship: The Geometrical Continuity (GC) of Choice NACH Rn & R500 (10%).That reveals
through the space that holds the high potential movement from different distance R500 and Rn

Part II: The social and economic development

The second phase of the analytical part of the thesis aims to observe the social and economic
development of the absorbed villages. And correspondingly addresses the question, as to what are the
most relevant variables essential to measure the social nature of the villages through space? Herein,
the challenge lies in understanding the village society as a spatial system through space, rather than to
describe it as a condition. The study aims to describe and identify the nature of society in the absorbed
villages with the use of data collected from an empirical study of the villages. The empirical
investigation entails a systematic representation of the observed movement of people and vehicles and
exposes key dimensions of how people use the space of the absorbed villages, with an indication of
their social condition. The second observation of the microeconomic activity patterns in the villages3
and their relationship to movement patterns and space, depicts the microeconomic development
degree and type, in each village. To ensure a generalised view of the local society of the villages, the
social indices of the villages are sourced from the Bahrain census, which also determines the nature of,
and basic differences between, the villages in Manama and Muharraq cities.

The analysis progresses on the following two stages to illuminate the keys to the social characteristics
of the village spaces and specifically their generic properties through observation of movement.

 The first level is the key element of people movement, particularly related to individual
village space, which reveals the spatial generic forms of the observation movement and the
spread of this pattern of movement in village space. The highest 50% pedestrian movement
rate of the village was identified to cross compare and assess the extent of their spread in the
space.

 The second level is structuring out precisely the data of the total movement observation and
subsequently, performing a statistical calculation on the encounter patterns between different
ethnicities and genders in the same spaces of the village. In addition, the people movement is
refined graphically with a singular focus on the scale of the individual villages included in
the study. This provided a profile of the highest level of people co-presence data (highest
50%) and their location in the village space. This, clearly evidences a distinction between
social and natural movement behaviour patterns in the absorbed villages, under study.

The picture of the movement observation of the villages was illustrated graphically by mapping the
number of each type of movement in the village space. This mapping was aimed at investigating the
degree to which the village configuration allows people movement and their location. The construct
aims to answer the following questions: How far does the movement of visitors penetrate into the
village space? What is the frequency of visitors meeting with the inhabitants of the village? How far

3 Because of the absence of any previous land use maps of the cities of Manama and Muharraq or the villages, the study carried out a
field study in 2006 to visit the villages for movement observation and land use.
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does the movement of women spread into the village space? Do men’s movements encounter/overlap
women’s movements or do they avoid each other?

For the analysis, the reader should refer in the first instance to the plans in [Figures 9]. These figures
provide a key to the commercial activity distribution in the village spaces along with observation
movement and generic properties of high choice and integration at different radii. Also, additional
material, mainly numerical, is presented in each chapter. The hypothesis derived from this analysis is
furthermore used to explore the relationship between the encounter patterns of the village spaces, the
way they are embedded within the urban context and the commercial activity. Each of these stages of
analysis is expected to generate broad statements about the villages individually, as a whole, and also
comment if the village spaces present robust or weakly embeddedness.
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Figure 9 Naim high observation movement location space (black line) for each category
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Geometrical continuity patterns (GC) of high normalised 

choice routes from local radius 500 to radius 2000 (black line) 
High NAIN R500 
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Arad  

 
High NACH R500 & R2000 

Hoorah shows a strong geometrical continuity patterns (GC) of high normalised choice routes from 
local radius 500 to radius 2000 [the red lines] , which indicate for a strong co-presence movement 

graph between the users in the local and surrounding context and strong connectivity measure 
between two different scale 500 & 2000 
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High NACH R500 & R2000 

 
High NACH R500 & R2000 

Hoorah shows a strong geometrical continuity patterns (GC) of high normalised choice routes from 
local radius 500 to radius 2000 [the red lines] , which indicate for a strong co-presence movement 

graph between the users in the local and surrounding context and strong connectivity measure 
between two different scale 500 & 2000 

!

Figure 10 the local integration core at R500 is also hold high choice at R500& R2000
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3. RESULTS
PART I

The analysis suggests that the villages are embedded to different degrees within the urban context. In
the case of well-embedded villages, the structure of the village system exposes high potential of
movement at different scale, for non-residential use. The location of high movement that remains in
the same space is an essential element, when it accommodates not just the edges of the village but also
the inner space. The most significant patterns found in the villages’ structure is the urban deformed
wheels. The map shows that the high dynamic pattern of flows of people using the space is picked out
by high movement of integration and choice in the village at local radius R500 or intermediate radius
R2000. The study suggests that these villages tied in different ways within the surrounded urban
context. Some of these villages’ space layout has as objective to expand the graph of movement, to
generate relations with the surrounding context, and other have limited graph movement to spread
only in the local structure of the village. In this chapter the comparative review is organised into two
sections .The first section the key properties of the village space for integration and choice movement,
second section is the part-whole relationship.

To-movement: how village space close to other spaces?

Integration measures aim to show the depth of the system or how close each segment is to all others.
The depth of the village space expresses how directly the functions of those spaces integrate with
others, thus, how easy it is to create relations between them and the surrounding context. The
strongest space property on the urban layout has been discovered by space syntax studies (Hillier,
1999) take the form of a deformed wheel: hub of lines in the interior of the village linked by lines or
spokes in several directions to rim lines of the settlement, allowing the movement to carry from the
centre to the edges in different directions. Usually, it is a combination of a long linear space from two
different edges of the villages [form like an X-shaped cross]. The more the deformed wheel is long,
linear and connected in different directions the more the space of the settlement is accessible and
integrated within the urban context. And if this property of the deformed wheel remains highly
integrated at multi-scale this might give an indication of strong synergy of village arrangement at
different scale. Commonly these structure or genotype of high accessibility spaces is an attraction
space of commercial activity and high encounter space of explorer.

Part II: Part-Whole relationships

Segment Synergy

In Graphs 1 and [Figures 1-8 & 10] which presents the basic syntactic profile of the village settings of
these case studies. We can immediately note two clear groups across Manama and Muharraq villages
in terms of types of Synergy of village space. The first with a relatively strong synergy pattern where
the inner space of the village is picked out at R500, has a high potential of accessibility at multi-scale
R2000 and part of the global movement Rn, such as Naim, Galali, Busaiteen, RasRuman and Hoorah.
The second group has relatively weak synergy pattern picked out in the inner space, such as Juffair,
Dair, Semaheej, Arad, and Mahuz [negative figure]. These observations may perhaps lead to the
argument that the embeddedness is counted by the high number of local space movements at R500,
which are linked to higher movements from the surrounding context R2000 and effectively merged
into the global urban system. For example the village with strong synergy reveal with high local
integration of a deformed wheel graph. On the contrary the villages with a weak synergy the generic
space of the high local integration shaped by a linear space or ringy space and some time with
interrupted deformed wheel such as the one in Juffair. This is a fundamental reasons for this optimal
layout, is its critical configurational effects: on the one hand, it reduces the depth of the spatial system
creating integration within the surrounding urban context, and on the other hand, it allows for
diversity of people movement from distances beyond the local space by reducing the stiffness of the
movement system of the absorbed village. For more precious description of this synergy of the
absorbed villages within the urban context, the study used the standard score of the mean and max of
normalised integration at radius R2000, and plotting them graphically [Graph 1], this is able as to see
the villages segment synergy all at once.
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Through movement

Choice (betweeness)

Choice movement graph could reveal hypothetically the natural boundaries of sub-areas; as it was
suggested on earliest syntactic studies by Peponis using the axial model (Peponis, 1989). In this study
we found high local choice R500 reveal with a clear boundary, which might related to the natural
boundary of village neighbourhoods [Figures 4-5 & 10], which need to investigate further in future
research. Another interesting finding that high choice at R2000 or GC pick out all the commercial
activity in the villages.

Geometrical Continuity of Choice routes

A key point can directly be made; the joining between the geometric connectivity of choice and the
typology of the integration core space at radius 500 is a key syntactic idea. An interesting pattern that
emerges from the geometrical continuity routes of choice at scale R500 and R2000 of the villages is
taking almost the same generic property graph of the high-normalised integration at R500 on a
number of villages [Figure 10].

PART III: SYNTACTIC MEASURES & OBSERVATION MOVEMENT

A more interesting finding concerns the differences in respect of the degree to which village space is
discerned by high pedestrian movement. We found the people pattern properties are, belonging to the
strong order of village space related to high movement of choice and integration at multi distances,
Geometrical continuity of high choice between local R 500 and R2000; (the correlation R2 = 0.859),
correlation with space syntax measure = 0.824, & correlation with global integration = 0.939]. The
syntactic studies and observation movement analysis of the villages suggest that the copresence
people space property is more than the obvious social gathering, it is the space that assumes a mixture
of key factors. Identifying the copresence in the spatial layout of the village as the place of highest
people movement, located mostly on the commercial streets and, as significantly, the space where the
local movement R500 is encounter with urban context movement R2000 and sometime with the
global movement Rn. More significantly, from a syntactic point view the copresence spaces tend to be
part of the integration core of the villages, that is, the space or system of spaces directly connected to
every other space in the village and sometimes to the surrounding context.

GRAPH 1 THE MEN AND MAX OF STANDARD SCORE OF NORMALISED INTEGRATION AND CHOICE
FOR THE VILLAGES WITHIN THE URBAN CONTEXT
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THE POWER OF CHOICE MOVEMENT

This thesis has its beginning in conducting a detailed and exhaustive examination of the way villages
absorbed into the fabric of urban grid and the subsequent impact, if any, their social conditions. In
other words, the study explores the contention is there a relation between absorbed village
configuration and the way they socially develop? The first general question pertained to the interplay
of village space with the urban system, which in turn raised questions about the part-whole
relationships or the relation of village properties with the urban system. The second was about what
are the sequences of the social condition of these villages after they have been merged into urban
systems? Are the tendencies of the village society to become bounded and thus in turn to restrict
social relations? Or are the village societies opening to form new social relations with the surrounding
context? What are the spatial forms of these village societies being generated?

The study found that some villages present a property space pattern of high local integration
movement R500, with the accommodation of the same space property in high choice movement at
R2000, as well strong synergy measure of the space besides the space corresponding encounters
robust movement between inhabitant and visitors. This generic property of high choice at R2000
found that the strongest property accommodating commercial activity is particularly on the edge and
on the inner village space. Hypothetically, this gives an indication that the shape and size of these
villages’ blocks within the surrounding context (R 2000), which in fact creates the strong potential of
space for two movements of choice as well form a space with high local integration R500. More
precisely this property of space is closest to other spaces on local movement, and therefore we expect
a number of local people to use it. Also, concurrently, it is a space of a chosen routes within the
surrounding context, to posit as a property with high chances of visitors and inhabitants’ interaction.
Therefore, the geometrical blocks on local area influence the way people navigate or find their way
within the urban context, and this property might conceivably influence the density of encounters,
which take place in the village along with others. By reviewing the geometrical form of this generic
property for choice and integration for these villages we found their main characteristic. Specifically,
it is the amount of long linear segment space that is relatively higher than any other villages,
intersecting with other lines in right angle or 45 degrees and is extended from the centre to different
directions to reach the four sides of the village peripheries. Such a relationship is evident in four
villages: RasRuman, Hoorah, Galali and Busaiteen villages. These villages give a high chance for the
fluidity of people movement, i.e. mixing between inhabitants and strangers as well as an attractive
place for residence. In fact, from demographic data of these four villages, it is evident that they hold
the highest population density among the other villages. Statically speaking, the gender and diversity
of the ethnicity movement correlate strongly, above 90%, with normalised global choice. And above
80% they correlate with normalised integration at R2000. In addition, the mean choice at global radius
(SS mean NACH Rn) are correlate strongly with the gender encounter of the villages reach to 84% as
well the synergy measure to 68%. Similarly, the geometrical continuity has strong correlation with
gender encounter too reach to 84%. In addition, the generic property of high choice at global radius
is most corresponding factor to the encounter measure reach to 0.951.

THE UGLY SIDE OF INTEGRATION

Integration core used as symbolic space

One significant finding was yielded by the configuration study, carried out within the absorbed village
by Manama and Muharraq cities, through clarifying the dimension of the inhabitants avoiding visitors
(constituted by some village configuration). The study observed that it is not only related to the
segregation of the village but also with strong synergy space of village when used the integration core
as symbolic space to hold a ceremonial activity for the specific group rather than a space for everyone,
as evidenced in Naim configuration. Although the village reveals a strong integration with the
surroundings R2000, it also holds a low density of people movement with minimal encounter
movement between inhabitants and the visitors between different genders. The village reveal with an
interrupted deformed wheel pattern at local integration (10%). Beside the choice movement and
geometrical connectivity of choice is sort of weak in compare it to other villages with strong synergy
space. The village used this high integration property at a multi-scale symbolic axis for the religious
purpose instead of the public use of everyday activities, by accommodating and converting a number
of houses to Matam and Mosques on most integrated space of the village. Not only that but also the
inhabitant extend these activities in front the religious buildings to the public in different space of the
village. The perceived sanctity of these activities, sometimes made the visitors feel inhibited in
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passing through, particularly, if they followed diverse religious beliefs, and also women found it
inconvenient street to pass by since it was mainly dominated by men. The village shows a high
number of religious buildings in the village established due to the relationship of the activities for the
local graveyard located within the local configuration of the village on the western side. This
construct follows a kind of a social-religious institutional structure that kept a connection of the
former /original inhabitants who had left the village to visit regularly or occasionally the cemetery for
their relatives and friends from the village. Correspondingly, in other villages, the study identified
similar local graveyards, which still exist in their local space, namely: Mahuz, Juffair Arad and
Semaheej, which are considered as the most segregated villages within the urban context from the
syntactic analysis.

The Hillier and Hanson theory associates this type of symbolic integration as space that forms social
power centre and domination of the other spaces, and hence, highlight the need to reproduce the
formal structure of a society. “Its object is not to organise a pattern of movement and through this to
generate encounter, but to use the potential of urban space for another kind of emphasis: the
communication through space of the symbolic importance of certain buildings or location …rather
than diffused throughout the form” (Hillier and Hanson, 1996). Another phenomenon of Naim space
is that the village is considered as one of the closest places to Manama Suq and the main central food
market, which mean that Naim is surrounded by a number of commercial activities in comparison to
other villages. Therefore, we found that the well-integrated structure of Naim projects it as good
centre of services and storages places for the surrounding markets rather than an everyday goods shop.
A further site survey investigation conducted recently, external to the current research methodology,
focussed on studying a number of the physical descriptions of the building's entrances in the villages
with respect to the streets and its subsequent effect on the people movement. The study found that
parts of Naim streets are formed at a back side of buildings without any entrances of any sides, like
moving in a tunnel, and also the area had another set of streets with a number of buildings that were
converted to storage areas. Therefore, most of these streets present a low pedestrian movement in
comparison to commercial or residential buildings with several entrances connected directly to the
street.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the current study, these questions were studied specifically to the absorbed villages in Manama and
Muharraq cities and took the form of assumptions. The first assumption was about the way village
space were embedded within the urban context; the second pertained to its social conditions, and the
third focused on the relations between the two, that the village configuration somehow corresponded
to their social development. It is evidenced that the more a village is accessible at different scales, the
more it attracts or holds high potential for diversity of people’s movement from different areas. This
tends to attract commercial activity additionally in the most accessible spaces, which are particularly
oriented more at the edges of the village. This, in turn, makes it more easily reachable from the
surrounding areas, and specifically in this case attracting people from the village and the surrounding
areas to encounter and meet in the village space (Hillier, 1998 &2000). This enhances the creation of a
greater diversity of people from different backgrounds (local and non-local) rather than being
dominated by the Bahraini population. These assumptions have been considered to achieve an
understanding of the subject, and aids in intensely arriving at the morphological description of the
village as built form and social processes, and they need to be solved towards addressing the general
questions outlined above. It was, therefore, necessary to arrive at a clear description of the village as
space configured for social purposes. The main research task, therefore, became that of laying out a
description of the generic properties of the absorbed villages by the city through different scales from
local to global. In addition, it was also imperative to assess if such structures could be identified on
the basis of the configuration of the urban context, and assess if this is related to any kind of social
situation of these villages. It is suggested that social and spatial appear almost as necessary
dimensions to each other. Thus it is believed that spatial layout reveals the differences between one
social development and the other, but it is also concurrently based on generic principles of some kind.
Thereby throughout the social condition of villages spatial characteristics is reproduced; and it is
believed that space is bound deeply with the ways in which social formations are obtained and
undergo a change in the form [Hillier & Hanson, 1984:27]. The morphological differentiation and
social development are also examined in this part of the present research. Another important key
feature is that the spatial logic of market economy on any urban system is to take advantage of the
passing commerce. Thus, it is collectively essential that the street pattern shapes an intelligible
movement interface between inhabitants and visitors passing through, thus, all may take advantages of
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statically circulation of people, which is carried out by the configuration of the urban space. For
example, the attractiveness of everyday goods shops, which are placed at the edge of the village and
the accessible configuration of the village ensured that the space of the village universally contained a
mixture of inhabitants and visitors passing through, or making journeys to specific destinations,
within the proximate neighbourhoods of the village. The study evidences that people seem to have
moved frequently to take advantage of village local conditions within the urban grid during their trip,
which led to the development of the streets of the village as the locus of everyday transaction and
encounter. On the other hand, some villages’ space structure shows that their shops were relatively
inaccessible to visitors, where commercial streets within the village system were observed to be
internal in nature and reach only by local distance, which are hard to find by visitors from the
surrounding areas. Correspondingly, the argument is advanced that the morphology of the villages has
some common features, but at the same time it exhibits some marked differences, which will be
discussed in detail in the following sections.

These findings do, however, provide a benchmark to the general questions raised at the outset with an
imperative significance for not only enhancing our understanding of the relationship between space
and society but also for the act of a principle for urban design on these absorbed villages. The heart of
the problem seems to be the issue of how it is possible to have a spatial order that relates the local
organisation of the system to the global structure without losing either its local identity or its global
relatedness. It seems possible that a better invention of the role space might take in relation to society,
which may be obtained through clarifying the dimensions of the inhabitants/visitors interface, which
is constituted by the urban grid. So far as the pattern of movement in a village is an integral function
of its pattern of integration, the social function of the space arrangement seems to generate or control
an encounter field of co-presence and awareness. This natural pattern of background uses the
movement created and sustained by the grid and the disposition of the buildings within it, which is a
statistical entity.

If there is any general lesson for design to be learnt from the relationship of the way a village is
embedded within the urban context and their social development, which emerges as a result of
carrying out this study, it is in notifying the argument about interchangeably of function, space use
and movement in relation to the synergy between part and whole within the urban system as principle
of design. It is proposed here that if space has any significance to society it is through the articulation
of a hierarchy of balances of local to public space, which correspond to different levels of type within
the community. It is necessary first to understand the principle of the existing urban layout to take full
advantage of the encounter likely, which is already given by the urban form, through the
circumstantial use of movement pattern of an urban area. Space in principle constitute an imperative
structure, which plays an important influence in the division of society into discrete groups, and in
turn, space reassembles and projects the division of the society.
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